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Senactiv® is clinically validated in 3 in-vivo and 6 published human clinical 
studies evaluating 9 different interventions in:

• PLOS One
• Journal of Ginseng Research
• Journal of the International Society of Sports Nutrition 
• Evidence-based Complementary and Alternative Medicine
• Journal of Functional Foods
• Journal of Science in Sport and Exercise
• Aging
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Senactiv® helps professional athletes, bodybuilders, and every fitness enthusiast 
in between exercise longer and harder. Experience an increased energy supply 
through optimal glycogen utilization in muscles, clearing unfit (secescent) cells, 
and regenerating with healthy new cells.   
 
Citrate synthase is the pace-making enzyme in the first step of Krebs cycle that 
produces the energy (ATP) in the thousands of mitochondria inside each muscle cell 
to power its contraction and relaxation. Citrate synthase is a validated biomarker 
for the number of mitochondria in each muscle cell. 

Higher concentration of citrate synthase in muscle cells indicates greater number 
of mitochondria and consequently muscle cell abilities to produce more energy. 
Senactiv® has shown in one published human trial (PLOS One) to increase citrate 
synthase concentration by 47% in exercised muscles 3 hours after a 70% VO2max 
cycling exercise. 

Proper immune response to inflammation caused by exercise and physical activity 
has significant consequences in the health, stability, and integrity of exercised 
muscles. Phagocytosis by macrophage is a recognized mechanism to selectively 
eliminate senescent muscle cells. 
 
Senactiv® has shown in one published human trial (Journal of Ginseng Research) 
to completely eliminate the hydrolyze enzyme SA-β-gal that is only present in 
senescent cells. Senactiv® has shown in another published human trial (Aging) 
to reverse the protein p16INK4a (the absence of senescent cell) to baseline 3 hours 
after exercise. Yet in a third published human trial (Journal of Functional Foods), 
Senactiv® has shown to increase the Myf5 mRNA, a protein with a key role in 
regulating muscle differentiation, specifically the development of skeletal muscle.   
 
Senactiv® effectively increases the energy production in contracting muscles so 
they can work longer and harder. As a result, the sport nutraceutical facilitates 
senescent cell clearance in contracting muscles so the unfitted muscle cell 
population is reduced — helping maintain muscle stem cell numbers for the 
regeneration of more new muscle cells. The synergistic effects lead towards a 
significant increase in exercise and physical activity to an unprecedented level. 



Benefits

Energy

Increases energy catalyst Citrate Synthase, a pace-making enzyme in the first 
step of the citric acid cycle (ATP), by 47%

Endurance

Increases high-intensity endurance performance by 20% at 80% VO2max to 
exhaustion

Recovery

Clear unfit (senescent) muscle cells by eliminating senescence-associated 
beta galactosidase, increasing satellite muscle stem cells, glutathione, and 
regenerated muscle fibers

Speeds up muscle fatigue recovery by increasing glycogen accumulation rate 
in muscles at the end of 3rd hour by 373% after a high-intensity 60 minute 
exercise at 70% VO2max

Reduces lipid peroxidation marker TBARS by 24% 

Reduces free radical damage to muscle after exercise (MDA synthesis, an 
oxidative stress marker) by 44% on day 4 after a heavy exercise

Reduces inflammation by decreasing IL-6 synthesis, a pro-inflammatory 
cytokine, by 35% on day 4 after a heavy exercise 

Decreases muscle damage (Creatine Kinase) on day 4 after exercise by 69%

Regeneration

Decreasing SA-β-Gal by 63% in muscle tissue

Marked increases in p16INK4a protein expression of endothelial progenitor cells in 
skeletal muscle tissue
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For more information visit www.nulivscience.com/ingredients/senactiv

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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